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Abstract—Mutual interference is a key obstacle in the realistic
adoption of full-duplex (FD) technique in future wireless cellular
networks. Interference is a much more pressing problem for
FD system than for the conventional half-duplex (HD) system,
because FD allows the same time-frequency resource to be
used for both uplink and downlink, thus possibly creating
myriad interference between multiple transmissions throughout
the network. Without proper interference control, FD may not
even outperform HD in a multicell setup. The main objective of
this paper is to show that coordinated scheduling and power
control enables wireless cellular networks to reap significant
system-level performance improvement due to FD. Toward this
end, this paper utilizes fractional programming to derive a
sequence of convex reformulations that allow distributed and
efficient iterative optimization. Numerical results suggest that
the proposed system-level interference management can provide
30-40% rate gain for an optimized FD multicell network as
compared to optimized HD.

way of selecting between FD and half-duplex (HD) modes; [8]
employs a heuristic penalty term to render the resource allocation interference-aware; [9] proposes to schedule the users
geographically far apart so as to avoid strong interference.
Other existing works, e.g., [10] and [11], focus on the singlecell scenario, and find the optimal schedule and power settings
under some particular conditions.
Our paper distinguishes from the prior works with two
aspects. First, we take a system level perspective by considering the maximization of the overall network utility of
the average user rates in the long run, rather than a oneshot objective such as sum of instantaneous rates. Second, we
treat the problem from a rigorous optimization perspective;
the proposed algorithm is more reliable and significantly
outperforms the benchmarks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Full-duplex (FD) transmission, whose history can be traced
back to the early radar system in the 1940s [1], revives in these
years as a potential technique to raise spectral efficiency for
the future wireless cellular networks. This is due mainly to the
recent progress in analog and digital echo cancellation which
now allows self-interference suppression of up to 110dB [2].
A line of recent works [1]–[6] have verified the success of FD
technique in nearly doubling spectral efficiency for an isolated
end-to-end wireless link.
Real-world wireless systems, however, never consist of just
a single link. When multiple transmission links are densely
present in the same geographical area, as can often occur in
urban cellular networks, the aggressive exploitation of timefrequency resources in FD would also bring in myriad interlink interference, which can easily negate the benefits of
using FD. This work aims to show that a careful control
of interference pattern by coordinating the link schedules
and transmit powers is capable of regaining in part the loss
due to interference. Toward this goal, the paper formulates a
network utility maximization problem involving mixed integer
optimization (for user scheduling) and nonconvex optimization
(for power control), and proceeds to show that this problem
can be transformed to a fractional program to facilitate its
distributed and efficient solution.
Prior works on interference mitigation for FD are mostly
based on heuristics. For instance, [7] proposes an opportunistic

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a wireless multicell network in which the BSs
and the user terminals are deployed with one transmit antenna
and one receive antenna each. Let B be the set of BSs in the
network; let Ki be the set of users that are associated with BS
i. The users are scheduled within each cell on a slot-to-slot
basis in the time domain. At time slot t, in cell i, denote the
index of the user scheduled in uplink as ui [t] and denote the
index of the user scheduled in downlink as di [t]; denote the
uplink transmit power spectral density (PSD) of the scheduled
user ui as pul
ui [t] and denote the downlink transmit PSD of the
BS i as pdl
[t].
For convenience, the total frequency bandwidth
i
is normalized to 1, and the channels are assumed to be flatfading across the band. The BS-to-BS, the user-to-BS, the BSto-user, and the user-to-user channel strengths are denoted as
uu
ub
bu
Gbb
q1 ,q2 , Gq1 ,q2 , Gq1 ,q2 , and Gq1 ,q2 , respectively where q1 and
q2 are respectively the receiver and transmitter indices. Denote
the additive white Gaussian background noise PSD level as σ 2 .
We assume that only the BSs are capable of transmitting and
receiving signals in the same time-frequency resource block
in FD mode, but not the user terminals; this is a common
assumption in the literature [8], [9], [11].
The long-term system-level objective is to maximize a
proportional fairness utility function of the network. Let R̄kul
and R̄kdl be the long-term average rates of user k respectively

in the uplink and the downlink. The log-utility objective is
XX
XX
log(R̄kdl ) (1)
log(R̄kul ) + αdl
utility = αul
i∈B k∈Ki

i∈B k∈Ki
ul

dl

where the factors α and α account for the priorities of
uplink and downlink data streams.
To make the optimization over the user schedules and the
PSDs tractable, we optimize the incremental change in logutility in each time slot t, which is approximated as a weighted
sum of instantaneous rates:
X
X
fo [t] =
wuuli [t]Ruuli [t] +
(2)
wddli [t]Rddli [t],
i∈B

i∈B

where the weights are determined by
wkul [t + 1] =

αdl
αul
dl
and
w
[t
+
1]
=
,
k
R̄kul [t]
R̄kdl [t]

(3)

i.e., in proportion to the inverse of the uplink and the downlink
average rates evaluated for user k up until time t. In the
remainder of this paper, we drop the time index t for brevity.
The instantaneous uplink and downlink rates Ruuli and Rddli in
an FD multicell network are computed as follows. For uplink,
introduce a factor 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 as the fraction of residual echo
after self-interference cancellation (e.g., ϕ = 0 in the perfect
cancellation case). The uplink rate is expressed as



Ruuli = log 1 + P

j6=i

ul
Gbu
i,uj puj

pul
Gbu

u
Pi,ui bb i dl
.
2
Gi,j pj + ϕpdl
+
i +σ
j6=i

(4)
In the denominator of the uplink signal-to-interferenceP
ul
bu
plus-noise ratio (SINR) term in (4), i.e.,
j6=i Gi,uj puj +
P
bb dl
dl
2
j6=i Gi,j pj + ϕpi + σ , the first term accounts for the
uplink signal interference coming from the other scheduled
uplink users, the second term accounts for the downlink signal
interference coming from all the BSs in the nearby cells, and
the third term accounts for self interference.
In the downlink, the instantaneous data rate is computed as
!
dl
Gub
di ,i pi
dl
P
.
Rdi = log 1 + P uu
ub
dl
2
ul
j6=i Gdi ,j pj + σ
j Gdi ,uj puj +
(5)
In
the
denominator
of
the
downlink
SINR
term
in
(5),
i.e.,
P
P uu
ub
dl
2
ul
j6=i Gdi ,j pj + σ , the first term accounts
j Gdi ,uj puj +
for the interference due to the uplink users, while the second
term accounts for the interference due to the nearby BSs.
With the system model as characterized above, we can
formulate a coordinated scheduling and power optimization
problem for maximizing the FD network utility as follows:
maximize

fo (u, d, pul , pdl )

(6a)

subject to

ui , di ∈ Ki

(6b)

ul
0 ≤ pul
ui ≤ Pmax

0≤

pdl
i

≤

dl
Pmax

(6c)
(6d)

ul
dl
where Pmax
and Pmax
are the maximum transmit PSD con-

straints in the uplink and the downlink, respectively.
The above optimization involves integer variables (ui , di ) as
ul
well as continuous variables (pdl
j , pui ); the problem is still nonconvex even when the integer variables are fixed. Therefore,
directly solving such a problem is quite difficult.
III. A PPROACH
The main idea of our approach is to apply the fractional
programming technique [12] to decouple the denominator and
numerator of the SINR term. The resulting reformulation is
linear over the integer variables and also concave over the
continuous variables; an efficient optimization then follows.
A. Fractional Programming Transform
Our fractional programming approach relies on the following two theorems, which are proposed in a previous work [12].
Theorem 1 (Weighted Sum Log-Ratios). Given a nonempty
constraint set X , as well as weight wk ≥ 0, numerator function
Ak (x) ≥ 0 and denominator function Bk (x) > 0 for k =
1, . . . , K, the weighted sum log-ratios problem


K
X
Ak (x)
(7)
wk log 1 +
maximize
x∈X
Bk (x)
k=1

is equivalent to

K
X



(1 + γk )Ak (x)
maximize
wk log(1 + γk ) − γk +
x∈X ,γ0
Ak (x) + Bk (x)
k=1
(8)
where γk is an auxiliary variable introduced for each ratio.
Theorem 2 (Weighted Sum Ratios). Given the same X , wk ,
Ak (x), and Bk (x) as assumed in Theorem 1, the weighted
sum ratios problem
maximize
x∈X

k=1

is equivalent to
maximize
x∈X ,y

K
X

k=1

K
X

wk

Ak (x)
Bk (x)

(9)

 p

wk 2yk Ak (x) − yk2 Bk (x)
(10)

where yk is an auxiliary variable introduced for each ratio.

Going back to our problem (6), applying Theorem 1 allows
us to recast the original objective function fo to fr as displayed
in (11) at the bottom of the next page, where γiul and γidl
correspond to the uplink and downlink SINRs in cell i,
respectively.
Observe that fr is a concave function of γ when the other
variables are held fixed. Thus, by setting ∇γ fr = 0, we obtain
the optimal γ explicitly as
(γiul )⋆ = P
(γidl )⋆ = P

bu
ul
j6=i Gi,uj puj

j

ul
Guu
di ,uj puj

ul
Gbu
i,u pu
P i i bb dl
(12a)
2
+ j6=i Gi,j pj + ϕpdl
i +σ

dl
Gub
di ,i pi
P
.
dl
2
+ j6=i Gub
di ,j pj + σ

(12b)

We remark that the solutions of γ can be interpreted as the
uplink/downlink SINRs in the network.
Further, we decouple the numerator and denominator for the
weighted sum ratios of fr by using Theorem 2; the resulting
new objective function fq is shown in (13) at the bottom of
the page. Then, solving the original problem (6) amounts to
maximizing fq over the primal variables (u, d, p) as well as
the auxiliary variables (γ, y). With γ optimally updated by
(12) in an iterative fashion, it remains to optimize the rest
variables in fq .
B. Joint User Scheduling and Power Control
When all the other variables are fixed, fq turns out to be a
concave function of y, so the solution for y can be found in
closed form by solving ∇y fq = 0, that is
q
ul
wiul (1 + γiul )Gbu
i,ui pui
P
(14a)
(yiul )⋆ = P bu ul
dl
bb dl
2
j6=i Gi,j pj + ϕpi + σ
j Gi,uj puj +
q
dl
wddli (1 + γidl )Gub
di ,i pi
P
.
(14b)
(yidl )⋆ = P uu
ub
dl
2
ul
j6=i Gdi ,j pj + σ
j Gdi ,uj puj +
To optimize downlink power, we set ∇pdl fq = 0 for each
BS i to obtain the optimal downlink transmit PSD
⋆
(pdl
i ) = min


2 
q
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dl (1 + γ dl )Gub
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The optimal downlink schedule decision d can be obtained
by recognizing that the fq expression is of the form
X
fq =
(16)
ξddli + const
i∈B

where “const” refers to a constant term when all the variables
excluding d are held fixed, and the parameter ξkdl can be

fr (u, d, pul , pdl , γ ul , γ dl ) =

X

Note that ξkdl can be intuitively interpreted as a utility minus a
cost, with its first three terms being the utility and the last
term being the interference cost. The downlink scheduling
decision now amounts to choosing the optimal downlink user
that maximizes the utility-minus-cost value in each cell, i.e.,

(
arg max ξkdl , if max ξkdl > 0
k∈Ki
k∈Ki
(18)
d⋆i =
∅, otherwise

where ∅ refers to the decision of not scheduling any user.
A similar set of optimizations can be done in the uplink.
Assuming that user k is scheduled for uplink transmission by
its associated BS i, the optimal uplink transmit PSD of user
k is found by solving ∂fq /∂pul
ui = 0 with ui set to k, i.e.,

q
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ul
ul


yi wk (1 + γi )Gi,k
⋆
ul


P
P
(pul
)
=
min
P
,
.
k
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dl 2 uu
ul 2 bu




j (yj ) Gdj ,k +
j (yj ) Gj,k
(19)
For the uplink schedule decision, we recognize that the fq
expression is of the form
X
fq =
(20)
ξuuli + const
i∈B

where “const” is a constant term when all the variables
excluding u are held fixed, and the parameter ξkul is evaluated
for every user k associated with BS i as below:
q
ul
ξkul = wkul log(1 + γiul ) − wkul γiul + 2yiul wkul (1 + γiul )Gbu
i,k pk
X
X
ul
ul
(yjdl )2 Guu
(yjul )2 Gbu
−
dj ,k pk . (21)
j,k pk −

+

i∈B

j

j

X

wddli log(1 + γidl ) −

X

i∈B

X

j

j

wuuli γiul +

wuuli log(1 + γiul ) −

i∈B

X

predetermined for every user k associated with BS i as follows:
q
dl
ξkdl = wkdl log(1 + γidl ) − wkdl γidl + 2yidl wkdl (1 + γidl )Gub
k,i pi


X
X
dl 
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Gub
. (17)
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P
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2
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fq (u, d, pul , pdl , γ ul , γ dl , yul , ydl ) =
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X
X
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2
ul 2 
ul
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Gbu
Gbb
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q
X
X
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Gub
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+ wddli log(1 + γidl ) − wddli γidl + 2yidl wddli (1 + γidl )Gub
di ,j pj + σ
di ,uj puj +
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j

j
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Combining the above optimization steps gives rise to the
following coordinated algorithm:
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Similar to the downlink case, this uplink scheduling parameter
also has a utility-minus-cost interpretation. The optimal uplink
schedule decision can be determined in a distributed fashion
across all the cells as follows:

(
arg max ξkul , if max ξkul > 0
⋆
k∈Ki
k∈Ki
(22)
ui =
∅, otherwise.

Algorithm 1 User scheduling and power control for FD
Initialization: Initialize all the variables to feasible values.
repeat
1) Update γ ul and γ dl by (12);
2) Update yul and ydl by (14);
3) Update pdl by (15) and then d by (18);
4) Update pul by (19) and then u by (22);
until Convergence
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Fig. 1: Cumulative distribution of uplink user rates: FD vs HD.
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IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We now illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Consider a cellular topology of 7 wrapped-around
hexagonal cells, with one pico-BS located at the centre of each
cell. The BS-to-BS distance is 0.4km. The same 40MHz-wide
frequency band is fully used in every cell. There are a total of
105 users uniformly distributed within the network. Every user
is associated with the BS with the strongest channel. Following
[1], we set the maximum transmit PSD to be -55dBm/Hz
for both the pico-BSs and the users (corresponding to a
maximum transmit power of 21dBm), and set the background
noise PSD to be -176dBm/Hz. The channel path-loss model
is 128.1 + 37.6 log10 (d) + τ (in dB), where d (in km) refers
to the distance between the two terminals of the channel, and
τ is a Gaussian random variable with 8dB standard deviation
accounting for shadowing. Equal priorities are assigned to the
uplink and the downlink utilities with αul = αdl = 1.
The following methods serve as benchmarks:
• FD baseline: Users are scheduled by a round-robin policy
in both uplink and downlink; all the terminals transmit at
maximum PSD.
• HD baseline: FDD mode is adopted with equal amount of
bandwidth for uplink and downlink; users are scheduled
by a round-robin policy in both uplink and downlink; all
the terminals transmit at maximum PSD.
Fig. 1 and 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the
uplink and downlink user rates achieved with coordinated user
scheduling and power optimization for both HD and FD and
with either perfect echo cancellation or 110dB cancellation, as
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Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge, with the sum
weighted rate objective fo nondecreasing after each iteration.
In particular, for fixed u and d, the final pul and pdl after
convergence are locally optimal in terms of fo . Unlike the
heuristics in [7]–[9], our proposed algorithm does not require
parameter tuning and therefore is easier to implement.
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Fig. 2: Cumulative distribution of downlink user rates: FD vs HD.

compared to the baselines. Observe that the performance of
the FD baseline is in fact worse than HD baseline, illustrating
the fact that due to the excessive interference FD may even be
harmful as compared to HD with no interference management.
The proposed coordinated algorithm significantly improves
the user throughput for both HD and FD baselines, but the
improvement is much more significant for FD.
The figure also shows the case with perfect self-interference
cancellation. Some further gain is observed but the performance improvement of FD as compared to HD does not
approach a factor of 2 even with perfect cancellation.
Fig. 3 compares the network log-utility of FD and HD
schemes with or without coordinated optimization as functions
of self-interference reduction capability of FD. It is shown that
the proposed FD coordinated scheme can provide utility benefits even with modest echo cancellation capability of 100dB,
while the FD baseline performs no better than the HD even
at perfect cancellation, because of the inter-link interference
induced by FD. These results indicate that interference control
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Fig. 3: Network utility of FD vs HD at varying cancellation levels.
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to reformulate the original problem in a form where the integer
and continuous variables can be efficiently optimized in an iterative fashion. The results of this paper show that interference
management is crucial in an FD cellular network; with proper
interference management, FD can improve user throughput of
a multicell network by about 30-40% as compared to HD.
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Fig. 4: Proportion of links selecting FD in Algorithm 1.

with the proposed FP technique can effectively alleviate the
negative effects from imperfect self-interference cancellation
and from inter-link interference due to FD.
The optimization approach proposed in this paper is implicitly capable of switching between FD and HD, since the power
optimization are included in the overall framework. Fig. 4
shows the percentage of links that use FD in the optimized
solution as function of the self-interference cancellation capability. At 110dB echo cancellation, almost 96% of the links
use FD, while with lower echo cancellation capability, the
Algorithm 1 is able to adaptively choose between FD and HD
modes. Finally, Fig. 5 shows that the proposed optimization
algorithm has a fast convergence, reaching over 90% of the
sum rate improvement after only 5 iterations.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes an interference-aware user scheduling
and power control algorithm for the FD wireless multicell
networks. Fractional programming techniques are introduced
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